
 NEVER go under table.  DO NOT overload lifter. 

 personnel and objects.

SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY and
PROPERTY DAMAGE could result

SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY

could result

 capacity and load center rating

KEEP FEET CLEAR of rolling
wheels

Loss of control and SEVERE
PERSONAL INJURY could result SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY could result

 DO NOT use in areas of multi 

 level floor surface

SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY

could result

DO NOT put hand near
Scissor Mechanism or other
moving parts.

SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY or

DEATH could result

NEVER sit, stand or ride on
table.

DO NOT use lifter on slope,
unlevel or soft surface.  Lifter
may become unstable and/or
uncontrollable.

SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY or

DEATH could result
SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY and
PROPERTY DAMAGE could result

SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY and
PROPERTY DAMAGE could result

 ALWAYS stay within designated

DO NOT move/maneuver lifter
with table (cargo) kept at high
position. It may result in
turnover and cargo collapsing

 USE ONLY in areas clear of all

In this manual,  「Warning」, 「Caution」 are defined and specified as below.  Notice of Warnings are 
very important for safe operations.  As these are very  important to protect operators from accidents 
resulting in  personal injury and death, and damage to property, so make sure to read thoroughly and 
understand fully before operation.

Warning Incorrect operation may result in serious injury or death of the operator.  

Caution Incorrect operation may result in injury and damage to the property. The 
occurence of the danger is lower than "Warning" articles.

Explanation of Terms and Symbols





If any abnormality is found,  DO NOT use lifter until lifter is repaired and abnormality is 
fully removed.  Or it may result in damage to the lifter and serious injury and accidents.

Make sure to lock the brake except when maneuvering.  Or lifter may move all of 
sudden and could result in accidents.

･ DO NOT maneuver or stop lifter on the slope.
･ DO NOT move/maneuever lifter with table (cargo) kept at high position.
It may result in unbalance of the cargo and lifter, and could lead to collapse of 
the cargo and turnover of the lifter.

･ DO NOT place load on the table in an unbalanced manner such as on a single  
point, an edge, or a corner of the table.
This could result in the collapse of the cargo and accident.
･ Power pack could be damaged if being operated continuously for long time.
･ Stop operation if hyd. oil temperature bacame too high. 



･DO NOT put hands near Scissor mechanism or other moving parts. Severe injury could result
･DO NOT lower the loaded table with fast speed. Or it may result in impact load and damage 
the lift table.

Make sure to turn off circuit breaker of charger before start charging
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